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2.b. Develop technology-enriched learning environments that enable all students to 

pursue their individual curiosities and become active participants in setting their own 

educational goals, managing their own learning, and assessing their own progress 

My tools for differentiation in Givercraft included elements within the game to support 

the various gamer types and a Wikispaces resource page for students to access information, tips, 

and tutorials that would help them to complete their scenario tasks.  Without having any prior 

knowledge of the students who would be participating but knowing that I would be spending 

time in the game, I created differentiation tools that I would be able to use while in the game but 

to also support students outside of the game.  Having been in the previous Givercraft experience, 

I knew that both supports were needed and we had a large enough number of participating 

students that there would be all gamer types represented as well as various intelligences and 

learning styles.  

During the first Givercraft experience, there was a major issue with behavior 

management and we tried many times to design a 

“jail” where students could be sent when they 

violated the Community Agreement.  As I thought 

about this practice, I wanted to create a diffi-tool 

that would instead engage students that had 

misbehaved, and direct their energy and attention 

in a more constructive way.  I created a challenge 

maze that misbehaving students would have to 

complete in order to return to their class zone and 

building tasks.  Teachers could send their students 

to the Entrance block of the maze and then open 

Figure 1.  The Challenge Maze 

Figure 2.  The Exit teleport block 
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the class station on the Exit block, so that a student could return on their own after completing 

the challenge.  My goal was that they would be challenged to complete the maze and it would be 

a “timeout” from their class zone and channel the energy from their misbehavior; even if they 

returned several times, it wasn’t so much that the maze would be difficult, but that it would be 

time consuming.  Hopefully, it would even become annoying and students would avoid 

misbehavior so they wouldn’t have to waste time through the maze just to return to their area!  I 

used Foundation blocks because they couldn’t be broken by students and I put part of the maze 

underwater, just to slow them down even more.  I added several sections that could be opened or 

closed to change the route through the maze.  This particular tool would be effective with any of 

the gamer types:  Socializers would be motivated to return to their friends and would probably be 

very vocal in the chat about their time in the maze, Explorers would be intrigued with a new 

place to explore and find many nooks, crannies, and dead ends, Trolls would probably place 

traps and obstacles of their own throughout the maze, and Achievers would appreciate 

completing the challenge quickly or perhaps not getting sent there at all! 

The class zones during Givercraft were surrounded by border blocks, preventing any 

Explorer gamer types from discovering other areas in the game world.  To engage this gamer 

type, I thought of creating secret communities that they would discover, if they found themselves 

wandering or digging too far from their class zone.  Jon (@bortstc37) and I teamed up to create 

two communities for students to find – a secret underground community and an abandoned 

community (Figures 3 & 4).  The citizens of both communities had supposedly left because of 

hardship and disaster; for these citizens to return, students would have to find clues and restore  
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each community to make them inhabitable.  We built the secret underground community beneath 

one of the class zones and the abandoned community was located just outside another class zone.  

Each was bordered but accessible through specific entrances we designed and the secret 

underground community was built with Foundation blocks so that it wouldn’t be structurally 

damaged by digging.   

Besides building and developing a back story 

and details for each community, we needed to figure 

out the logistics of how a student in any class zone 

could find a common location.  I placed Clueboxes 

(Figure 5) under and near each class zone, which would 

transport a student to one of the communities. We also 

posted “newly discovered” journal entries written by the Giver on the wiki site (Appendix A) for 

students to read and get hints and clues about these communities.  I posted signs (Figure 6) 

throughout the class zones that we had discovered the journal entries and made announcements 

(see Appendix B) in the chat when students were in the game.  Using signs to make 

announcements was consistent with how students communicated in the game; signs were used to 

identify their building structures, give directions or leave details about about how they wanted 

Figure 5.  Giver's Cluebox leading to the 

secret/abandoned communities 

Figure 3.  The Secret Underground Community Figure 4.  The Abandoned Community 

http://givercraft.wikispaces.com/The+Giver%27s+Secret+Journal
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others to engage with their work.  Signs also 

ensured that students who arrived in the game 

at other times, could still see the 

announcements and be directed to the Giver’s 

Journal and clues to the alternate communities.  

Because students knew that other classes were 

in the game, the alternate communities also 

engaged their curiousity about other areas without disturbing other classes.  We waited until the 

end of the first week to introduce the clues because students seemed to be preoccupied with their 

scenario tasks; there had been several issues with connectivitiy for some classes and they were 

needed as much time as possible to finish building their communities.   

Another differentiation tool that I created, was the 

Student Resources pages (See Appendix C) on the Givercraft 

Wikispaces site (http://givercraft.wikispaces.com/).  Initially, I 

had planned for it to be a resource for students to get tips and 

tutorials for managing their game controls and taking 

screenshots.  I created pages for some skills and tips I knew 

they would need (crafting recipes, taking and editing 

screenshots, tutorials for gameplay, etc.) and I had hoped to 

add more information as I learned more about the students’ 

needs and interests in the game.  Instead, I found that directly 

instructing students in the game, rather than posting 

information on the wiki, was more efficient, since students did 

Figure 6.  Signs announcing the discovery of the Giver’s 

Journal entries 

Figure 7.  Givercraft Student Resources 

Menu 

http://givercraft.wikispaces.com/
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not always want to leave the game to read information on the wiki.  It was still useful to have a 

location for students to be able to access information if they wanted to, so I invited others on the 

Diffi-Team to post information about their diffi-tools that were designed for students (Figure 7). 

For Survivalcraft, I decided to focus on only one book, The Maze Runner, and take more 

time to observe and support students in the game.  I created a new Student Resources wiki page 

(http://survivalcraft15.wikispaces.com/Student+Resources) to supplement the help I provided, as 

a way for students to follow up on the wiki if they wanted more information.  Since the scenarios 

and building tasks in both Survivalcraft experiences were well developed, and would take up 

time and attention, I did not feel that I needed to create additional activities without first 

observing students.  The Student Resources wiki page included scenarios for each book and tips 

and tutorials from the Givercraft experience; I added pages during Survivalcraft as students 

needed more information (See Appendix D).  

I had one tool that I did not use during Givercraft because there was not a need for it 

during the experience.  I had planned to stage a “Skirmish at the Border” of a class zone if there 

were Killer/Troll gamer types that were excessively griefing or trolling in the game.  I would 

stage a random attack and if they successfully beat me and my band of animals and monsters 

then I would expand their border; I would also take away territory if they didn’t beat me back.  

Since there were no instances of this type of misbehavior in the game, I did not implement this 

tool.  Later as I thought about it, it would have been a good tool to use in the second scenario as 

students were leaving their zones into Elsewhere.  However, this particular group of students had 

their hands full with survival and finding tools and materials for building memories and staging 

an attack did not seem appropriate. 
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2.c. customize and personalize learning activities to address students’ diverse learning 

styles, working strategies, and abilities using digital tools and resources  

In preparation for Givercraft, I worked with several of the teachers to prepare zones for 

each of their classes.  I met them in the game and through the chat, we discussed how their 

students would be organized and what they needed in terms of area size and access.  I felt that 

the protocols for entering a game and getting to the proper class zone, needed to be simple and 

clear for teachers and for students.  I built a Home station that players would spawn, once they 

logged into the game.  I left the Home station teleport block closed to other stations so that each 

teacher could decide when to open their respective areas to their students.    

There was some confusion each time a class would enter the game, as the teachers had to 

figure out who had “arrived” in the Home station and needed to be transported.  I set up a border 

around the Home station and a bottom layer of build disallow blocks to prevent digging to the 

nether.  I also made the station area big enough for students to fly around and see several class 

zones nearby; students often started placing and breaking blocks in this area while they waited.  I 

didn’t want to discourage them from testing the tools and entertaining themselves while they 

waited, but I also didn’t want students to log in and be drowning in water or fall into a pit; so 

every so often I would return to the Home station and clear the area again to a flat surface.   

As the students became accustomed to their routine and learned how to use the teleport 

blocks, I would wait in the Home station and open the port for the class that was arriving.  I also 

found that word of mouth was an effective method for sharing information or teaching skills.  I 

told students in the chat to use the teleport block to go to their zone and for those that didn’t 

know how to do this, I either teleported them or whispered to their teacher in the chat to teleport 

them.  After that, students would direct their peers to use the teleport block or identify 
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themselves to be teleported; instead of just saying “help” in the chat, they would direct their 

request to either me or their teacher and specify their need.  I was also able to teach some 

students to use Home Blocks and then I asked them to teach their team members and other 

classmates who wanted to use them as well.   

During Givercraft, at the beginning of each class period, I helped teleport students as 

needed and welcomed each class in the chat with a greeting and by visiting each team at their 

structure.  I asked questions about what they were building, the details that I noticed, and made 

reminders about posting signs to label their structures and taking screenshots to supplement their 

writing.  While there were minor instances of griefing at the beginning of the experience, this 

didn’t last and I didn’t feel the need to stage a “Skirmish at the Border” and disrupt the game 

flow for students.  Those that did use potions and start minor flooding incidents were clearly just 

wanting to find out what happens when those items were used; after asking the offending 

students to clean up the minor incidents of vandalism, they would then test in other areas of their 

zone where it wouldn’t bother others.   

In the game, I was active in the chat in engaging students, not just the Socializers, but 

students who wanted to tell me what they were building, what details and materials they had 

chosen, and to answer questions about the scenario tasks.  This was particular useful if their 

teacher was not active in the game or chat, presumably due to management in the physical 

classroom.  Students were interested in engaging with peers and adults, so being able to tell me 

about their work and ask questions when needed, was a need that I was able to support.  Other 

times, when the students were not active, I acted more as an observer; I provided assistance and 

answered questions to individual students, through the whisper command, so as not to disrupt the 

game flow. 
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During Survivalcraft, I noticed that giving out Home Blocks was an effective way of 

supporting students to be more independent in the game and not always relying on their teacher 

to get to their assigned area.  I started out with one class, teaching them in the game to use the 

Home Blocks and asking them to teach their team members and other classmates.  I copied the 

instructions for using Home Blocks on the MinecraftEdu wiki 

(http://services.minecraftedu.com/wiki/How_to_use_Home_Blocks) and saved it to the Student 

Resources wiki page.  I chose to copy the information as a new wiki page rather than directing 

them to the MinecraftEdu wiki, in case they were not able to access that site from school 

computers.  During Survivalcraft, as I encountered students in the game who were lost or 

repeatedly needing to be teleported, I briefly explained how to use the Home Block and directed 

them to the wiki site to find more information.   I also learned from students that it is actually 

useful to be able to move your Home Block as your location and needs change during the 

experience.  At first, I was instructing Maze Runner participants to place the Home Block in their 

glades; later, students wanted to place them in areas of the maze that they would need to 

replenish supplies or flip switches for doors and other obstacles.   

During the final scenario, it became useful to place a new Home Block in the glade that 

they chose to move into; keeping track of which students needed a Home Block was becoming 

unmanageable.  I was obviously willing to continue to give them out but in order to help students 

be more independent, I needed 

to find another way for them to 

access and use Home Blocks on 

their own.  I started with one 

class and created a large chest Figure 8.  Chest of Home Blocks & Sign 
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near the zone teleport block and fill it with Home Blocks; I 

placed a sign next to it, instructing students how to use it 

(Figure 8).  This seemed to work well, as I noticed Home 

Blocks showing up in new places and there were blocks 

missing from the chest (Figure 9). 

For the Givercraft experience, I had instructions for taking screenshots for both Mac and 

Windows computers but then I realized later that designating a key in the controls would be an 

easier option.  For Survivalcraft, I edited my instructions for taking screenshots and they are 

much easier to understand, particularly for finding the screenshots (Appendix E).  I started 

helping students in the game to change their settings for controls and to designate a key for 

taking screenshots and it went very well.  I continued to let them know that there was a wiki page 

with more detailed instructions but it was working well to use the “word of mouth” strategy by 

teaching some and having them teach the rest. 

As I observed students beginning to design their mazes in Survivalcraft, I realized that 

the massive scale of work that they were attempting would take quite a bit of time that wouldn’t 

necessarily be spent on details but rather on the manual labor required to finish each maze 

design.  I started to help some of them fill large areas but it became clear that they would benefit 

from using Build Tools in placing sets of block to finish the maze designs.  Through the chat I 

tried to determine which students were familiar with using the tools and with a limited amount of 

time to complete a detailed tutorial video or page on the wiki, I decided to hold mini-workshops 

on learning to use Build Tools.  I started with one small class and asked them in the chat if they 

could send a group representative to learn the Build Tools; not everyone was interested but 

several students were eager to learn and I created a small area off to the side of their maze for us 

Figure 9.  Empty slots in the Home Blocks chest 
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to conduct our mini-workshop.  After I taught this small group the basic, I made them 

demonstrate their skills before returning to their maze; and it was tricky to use the chat to give 

instructions and to demonstrate the tools and make corrections where needed.  I noted which 

students had completed my mini-workshop and then other students would arrive after seeing the 

build tools in effect.  Slowly, I was able to get all who were interested to practice and use caution 

in placing and clearing blocks.  While we ended up with a major issue with bandwidth due to the 

large number of students using Build Tools, I found it to be a useful exercise because students 

were motivated to get more creative with their designs because they did not have to place each 

block in their maze.  However, it is always hard to return to the manual mode after the 

convenience of using Build Tools, and students insisted on using Build Tools even when they 

were in Survival mode which pretty much defeated the purpose of being in “survival”!   

Based on my observations during Survivalcraft, I assisted students with expanding their 

areas and moving the border blocks to give them more room, moving and replacing teleport 

blocks as requested, distributing Home Blocks and placing the chest and sign for students to get 

their own Home Block, giving access to Build Tools for those students who were tasked with 

building the walls and completing the maze designs, and experimenting with redstone to build 

movable walls.  

2.d. Provide students with multiple and varied formative and summative assessments 

aligned with content and technology standards and use resulting data to inform 

learning and teaching    

 

Through my observations of teachers and students, I was able to learn more about their 

needs and interests in developing my tools for differentiation.  I found that students were very 
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eager to engage with “visitors”, not just in the chat, but also in showing me their structures and 

explaining the rationale for the details and materials they chose to use.  During my observations, 

I noted which students were working together and which buildings or tasks they were assigned, 

in their respective groups.   

During Givercraft, I observed the challenge maze being used to engage several students 

who had gotten off task in the class zones: 

“For the Maze Challenge, I was able to observe several students as they were being sent 

to complete the maze.  Their teacher arrived at the entrance to the maze and teleported 

each student there before heading back to their zone.  The students were staggered so 

they didn’t start the maze together.  I timed the students and they took about 5 – 7 

minutes to complete the maze.  I waited at the exit for them to arrive and I opened a 

teleport station for them to return to their particular zone; I also put up a sign instructing 

them to use the teleport block to return.  One student showed up at the exit but turned 

back and returned a while later with a friend and they teleported out together!”  (Kuartei, 

2015, para 2) 

Teachers also used the challenge maze as a bonus activity after students had completed building 

their memories in the last scenario.  Student wiki pages (Appendix F) show that they went 

through the maze in teams or as a class; I realized that they had attempted the maze in Survival 

mode which meant that they needed food for energy which was not provided in the maze.  A 

section of the maze was also underwater and previous students had placed fire and other hazards 

throughout the maze, essentially creating an obstacle course.  However, the students kept trying 

to figure it out and they ingeniously discovered how to use “air pockets” by lighting torches as 

they made their way through the underground section! 
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At the end of the first scenario and beginning of the second scenario, I observed some 

students digging around in their zone in search of clues from the Giver’s secret journal entries; 

some students were able to find the Giver’s Clueboxes that led them to the secret and abandoned 

communities.  The students were not necessarily explorers but were those that had completed 

their builds and were looking for other things to do in the game.   

“After the Giver’s Secret Journal was posted, one of the teacher stopped each of the 

classes once they were logged in and directed them to the wiki site to read the journal 

entries (Appendix B).  After students returned to the game, they could choose whether to 

look for the communities or continue their building tasks.  In each class, several students 

(about 4-5 in each class), started looking for the communities.  They kept asking for clues 

and for me to see where they were and let them know if they were close to finding 

it.  Towards the end of each period, then students who hadn’t explored the communities 

yet, asked for clues to find them.  Some of the students that did arrive in the secret and 

abandoned communities weren’t sure ‘what’ they were looking for and kept asking for 

more clues to find ‘it’ in the community.  I directed them to read the Giver’s journal 

entries again and to look for signs in the communities that would help them understand 

what to ‘do’.” (Kuartei, 2015, para 7) 

The secret and abandoned communities showed visible signs that students had been able to find 

each location and examine various buildings, rooms, and items found within each (Crocker, 

2015).   There is evidence on the student wikis (Figure 10) that they were able to find the 

communities but not enough to demonstrate how discovery and interaction with either 

community supported them to complete the scenario tasks.   
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After evaluating my Givercraft tools for differentiation, I decided that I needed to focus 

on tools and strategies to engage students within the game, and supplement these strategies with 

the Student Resources wiki page.  Being in the game was the most effective way for me to 

discover students’ needs and interests, but I also needed to know “if teachers knew and 

understand my diffi-tool[s] and if there was a tangible outcome for teachers and 

students.  ‘Evidence of teachers’ own knowledge and skills so that the evidence about students 

can be interpreted in terms of the implications for teaching practice’ (Timperley, p. 1) [was] 

something that I need[ed] to figure out for Survivalcraft.“   (Kuartei, 2015, para 1) 

Each teacher had a different style of implementing the experience and this was useful in 

understanding how the students received support and what tools might be effective for each 

group.  Teacher A managed their only class section more like a project manager - assigning class 

and group tasks, checking in on progress, making reminders about specific details that were 

needed, and directing students as needed.  The group progressed together and if some students 

Figure 10.  Screenshot of abandoned community on student wiki page (Taken by BartKAMAKANI) 

http://givercraft.wikispaces.com/BartKAMAKANI 
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completed their tasks, they were reassigned to help with other groups to finish building certain 

structures.  Although this teacher was new to MinecraftEdu, there was an experienced co-teacher 

to assist with the class when they were in the game.   

Teacher B played a behind-the-scenes role and paced the activities and tasks throughout 

the weeks – students were grouped into small teams and given Home Blocks right away, they 

created fencing borders around their designated areas in the zone and spent little time in the chat 

coordinating.  This teacher had previously participated in Givercraft and required little assistance 

with tasks and managing students.  The groups were engaged in their own structures and stayed 

on task, requiring little “supervision” or management.    

Teacher C had three class sections and maintained a presence in the game more for 

logistical purposes – teleporting students as needed (or freezing and muting), gave instructions, 

reminders, and announcements in the chat, and monitored progress on building tasks by visiting 

each team in the class zone.  This teacher had also participated in the previous Givercraft 

experience but had little experience managing the game settings and tools; it appeared that much 

of the time spent in the game was to view building progress and manage logistics and protocols 

for entering and exiting the game.  The students in these classes were very active in the chat and 

were eager to engage with other students.  

Teacher D also had three class sections participating and was new to MinecraftEdu; this 

teacher’s style was to engage the students in the chat and to move about each zone throughout 

the entire class period.  The students in these classes were also very active in the chat and eager 

to engage with others, including their own teacher. 

Throughout both the Givercraft and Survivalcraft experiences, I frequently checked the 

students wiki pages each week to see if they were making progress on their writing.  Many 
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students would write but not post screenshots; I began playing the role of photographer and as I 

visited each team, I would ask them if I could take their picture.  I told them that I would post the 

screenshots to the wiki page (Appendix G) for them to use if they wanted.  I also instructed them 

which keys to use for taking screenshots and directed them to my wiki page on taking and 

editing screenshots (Appendix E) .  I also posted discussion comments on wiki pages to direct 

students to the Student Resources but to also give them quick tips about editing and resizing their 

screenshots to fit the text frame.  I set up an alert on those pages and was notified if they 

responded to my comment or made edits to their screenshots (Appendix H). 

Relying on observations and monitoring the student wiki pages proved to be an effective 

way to gauge student needs and interests throughout both the Givercraft and Survivalcraft 

experiences.  However, some gaps remained, particularly when there was little to no evidence on 

student wiki pages or other means of documentation about the impact of my tools for 

differentiation.  There were several important factors in both experiences that impacted my 

ability to implement and measure my tools.  First, time for each scenario was fully utilized for 

each experience.  The absence of major behavioral issues during Givercraft demonstrated that the 

game was engaging but also that the students were very busy completing their scenario tasks.  

During Survivalcraft, the complexity and scale of the building tasks in The Maze Runner 

experience, meant that students needed to devote all their time in the game to ensuring that each 

maze worked properly and that the Glades were well stocked.  The limited time in the game 

would make differentiation tools that engaged students in an alternate process or topic, 

potentially distracting rather than valuable opportunities to meet different needs and interests.  

Having students in the game at different times, and very often at unpredictable times, also meant 

that it was hard to “track” a specific group of students to support, if they were not consistently in 
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the game.  In addition, to time, access to students was limited to the game and somewhat through 

the wiki pages, which allowed for an additional forum for dialogue or reflection.  However, 

without knowing from teachers when students would write on their wikis or what instructions 

had been provided, it was difficult to not only provided alternate writing activities to differentiate 

for students, but again, to effectively assess whether they were successful.  Other classes used 

Google Drive as their location for student writing artifacts and these were inaccessible to me 

during both experiences.  It is important to note that other teachers used their existing class wiki 

sites (and individual students pages) which added another layer of difficulty in accessing 

evidence of student reflections.  And finally, there is the impact of distance, not only among the 

groups of students participating (different locations and time zones), but with the game designers 

implementing differentiation tools.  Despite being in the game for a considerable amount of time, 

I still found that it was difficult to implement differentiation tools unless they too, were at a 

distance (the wiki site).  Even then, ultimately teachers were responsible for assessing students 

based on standards chosen from the unit plan; without knowing which standards were being used 

and how the experiences were being implemented, the observations and student artifacts of 

learning, were the most useful means of assessment.  These factors would need to be considered 

if other game designers plan to create differentiation tools in future MinecraftEdu experiences.  

Creating specific differentiation tools for teachers to use within each scenario rather than in 

addition to each scenario would be an ideal approach, so teachers can plan for time and adjust 

tools as needed as well as report results. 
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Appendix A 

The Giver’s Secret Journal Entries 
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Appendix B 

Chat History Excerpts – Discovery of the Giver’s Journal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

[2015-03-05] [12:28:08] [Server thread/INFO]: <?6ElderMia> NEWSFLASH!!! The Giver's 

Secret Journal has been found!! read it on the wiki!! 

[2015-03-05] [13:47:06] [Server thread/INFO]: <?6ElderMia> I left some important signs in 

your zone, see if you can find them 

 

[2015-03-05] [13:48:19] [Server thread/INFO]: <willchloe1> ya i think you left me an 

important sign infront of my house it said that you found the givers genol 

[2015-03-05] [13:48:44] [Server thread/INFO]: <?6ElderMia> yes!!! you can read it on the 

wiki and help us figure it out! 

[2015-03-05] [13:48:53] [Server thread/INFO]: <WillDevon> website? 

[2015-03-05] [13:49:01] [Server thread/INFO]: <?6ElderMia> yes, are you guys able to get on 

it? 

[2015-03-05] [13:49:14] [Server thread/INFO]: <WillDevon> what you can do is send us the 

link and i can click on it and it will open sarfari 

[2015-03-05] [13:50:04] [Server thread/INFO]: <?6ElderMia> givercraft.wikispaces.com 

[2015-03-05] [13:50:12] [Server thread/INFO]: <WillDevon> start with www 

[2015-03-05] [13:50:14] [Server thread/INFO]: <?6ElderMia> look under the "Student 

Resources" 

[2015-03-05] [13:50:25] [Server thread/INFO]: <?6ElderMia> www.givercraft.wikispaces.com 

[2015-03-05] [13:50:35] [Server thread/INFO]: <WillDevon> ty 

[2015-03-05] [13:50:47] [Server thread/INFO]: <?6ElderMia> the navigation tabs are on the 

right for finding different pages 

 

[2015-03-05] [13:55:33] [Server thread/INFO]: <?6ElderMia> is everyone frozen? no one is 

moving 

[2015-03-05] [13:55:49] [Server thread/INFO]: <WillDevon> mr williams told us to not move 

[2015-03-05] [13:55:56] [Server thread/INFO]: <?6MrWilliams> No! We just took time to read 

the Giver's journal :) 
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Appendix C 

Givercraft Student Resources Wiki Pages 
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Appendix D 

Survivalcraft Student Resources Wiki Pages 
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Appendix E 

Survivalcraft Wikispaces Page – Student Resources - Instructions for taking Screenshots on a 

Mac or a Windows computer 
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Appendix F 

Student wiki pages – excerpts about challenge maze and abandoned communities 

 

 
Retrieved from:  http://givercraft.wikispaces.com/BartSONY 
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Retrieved from:  http://givercraft.wikispaces.com/BartJOHNSON2 
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Retrieved from:  http://givercraft.wikispaces.com/BartNICKSEN 
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Appendix G 

My screenshots posted to the wiki site 

 

 
 

Retrieved from:  http://survivalcraft15.wikispaces.com/Simmons+Pics+by+WickedMia   
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Appendix H 

My comments and student wiki edits 
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Retrieved from:  http://survivalcraft15.wikispaces.com/SiVladimir 
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Retrieved from:  http://survivalcraft15.wikispaces.com/GerElsa 


